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Why The Bjorling Sound was written
by Stephen Hastings

ow that The Bjdrling Sound has
been published, it is up to others
to comment on its contents. And
the more commentary there is (whether
positive or negative) the happier I will be,
for I always intended it to be an open-ended
book, requiring an active response from
readers, as part of an ongoing collective ef.
fort to understand Bjiirling the artist. I have
done my best to describe as precisely as
possible the experience of listening to what
I consider to be Jussi's finest recordings, and
I naturally hope that the book will prove
reasonably interesting even to opera-lovers
who have only heard a handful of those
recordings. Yet its credibility can ultimately
be tested only if readers are inspired to do a
certain amount of (re)-listening themselves.
And I hope that some of them at least will
be curious enough to seek out the recordings by other tenors that I refer to for comparative purposes. For I found that it was
only through comparison that I was able
to identify what makes Bjiirling so special,
describing the specifics of phrasing but also
various aspects of vocal technique. In writing about this controversial subject I have
tried to adopt terminology whose usefulness has been tested by time. But whether
my words are clear or not, I am reasonably
confident that the musical examples will
shed some light on the matter-although
I am fully aware of the subjective nature of
any listening expt:knce.

N

Stephen Hastings

The reasons why any book is written
can be sought both in the biography of the
writer and in the cultural climate of the era.
As a critic I am indebted to John Ardoin,
Michael Scott and John Steane for showing
me-in different ways-that descriptions
of singing can prove not only enthralling as
narrative, but also central to our everyday
concerns as individuals: for the voice is
the most human- and psychologically
revealing-of instruments, and singing is
a spiritual as well as physical experience,
that can help us connect more fully with the
world around us. As someone who believes
strongly in individual destiny, it doesn't
escape me that the first complete opera
recording I possessed was the Beecham
Boheme. And l remember the revelatory
experience of reviewing the Pearl edition of
Jussi's earliest studio recordings as a young
critic, and the challenge of explaining to a
rather sceptical Italian readership, in the
late 1990s, why this was a tenor whose role
in the history of music simply couldn't be
ignored. Yet Bjiirling has never been for me
an exclusive passion, and I only became
obsessed with his recordings when working
on the book over the past six or seven years.
An obsession that never felt in the least unhealthy or fetishistic. For it was as musically
uplifting to listen to Jussi's twentieth "Che
gelida manina" as to his first.
continued on page 7
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Naxos: The Jussi Bjorling Collection, Volumes 1-11
by Kristian Krogholm

Kristian Krogholm

t is finally here: the Naxos 11-CD box
containing almost all of]ussi Bjorling's
studio recordings spanning the 40 years
from 1920 to 1960. The box has a nice design and features a drawing of Jussi by New
York artist Eugens Spiro. "The Jussi Bjorling
Collection;' begun 12 years ago, has now
been brought to its conclusion, adding three
more CDs to this extensive series: Vols. 9,
10 and 11, all three of material recorded
between 1951 and 1960.
Stefan Lindstrom and Harald Henrysson have been responsible for sound and text
on all of the 11 CDs and both earn praise
for taking good care ofBjorling's recorded
legacy. Thanks to this anthology-and other
CDs issued to commemorate the singer's
centenary-Bjorling's popularity continues undiminished into the 21 st century.
Sound engineer Stefan Lindstrom has done
something completely different with his
transfers of this Bjorling material from 78's
and vinyl to CD. To begin with, he has been
absolutely faithful to the original source,
adding very little an<l taking away very little.
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Naxos (The Jussi Bjorling Collection) cover
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Usually sound technicians tend to remove at
least some surface noise and minor cracks,
probably thinking that this will enhance
the listening experience. Mr. Lindstrom's
ambition, I believe, has been to conserve in
the best possible way the original dynamic
quality and richness of overtones which
characterize Bjorling's voice, and to do this
he has been extremely cautious in his use of
noise reduction. There was-according to
hundreds of reviews from his own lifetime- always a ray of sunshine at the top of
Bjorling's effortlessly-produced voice which
was extremely appealing to the ear, and was
certainly never flat, dry or strained. The
sound might seem overly bright on some
of the earlier volumes of the JBC (especially
Vol. 2), and they certainly do require a really
good audio system, but they also contain
more information relative to, for instance,
any of EMI's own transfers in various
anthologies. On Naxos there is abundance
of dynamics, energy and life, thus making
the Bjorling voice truly come alive again.
Take for instance "Ideale;' "Mattinata'' and
"Ingemisco" from Vol. 8; "Ay,ay,ay" from Vol.
2; "Sommarnatt" from Vol. 7 or "Che gelida
manina'' from Vol. 4, and tell me if you have
ever heard these old studio recordings sound
more superb, vital and brilliant.
Harald Henrysson has written the
notes: Impressive work. Read the booklet
while listening and obtain a thorough insight into )B's life, career and recordings.
How big was Jussi Bjorling's voice? I often hear that question from people who are
curious to know more about Bjorling. Many
people today seem to appreciate loud voices.
Whenever there has been a singer who can
blow you away with volume alone, he has
earned himself a living. Let me remind you
of the Russian tenor Ivan Kozlovsky who
once said: "Where there is much shouting
and screaming, there is very little singing'.'

Jussi Bjorling's voice was not the largest and
loudest in the business. That has occasionally been used against him. Still, size is a
matter of opinion. Bjorling's voice carried
easily up to the farthest gallery of the old
Met, and from 1951 he sang at least one
concert a year at the huge Royal Albert Hall
in London. On every occasion it was packed
with 9000 people screaming at top of their
lungs in response to his singing. Bjorling's
voice had sufficient projective power to fill
even the largest auditoriums with quality
sound. But he was not de! Monaco or Melchior, both able to drown out an aeroplane
with their voices.
Although there have been big tenor
names able to produce more quantity of
sound, no other tenor-with abundant
evidence on hand-has produced so much
quality of sound as the Swedish tenor.
Bjorling possessed an instrument which was
one of a kind, an effortlessly-produced voice
of considerable beauty and absolute purity
from top to bottom, equally able to sing lyric
opera, dramatic opera, oratorio, lieder and
songs of every kind. An amazing versatility. Add to this a superb musicality, perfect
intonation and technique, an ability to sing
high C and even above with the same ease,
focus and stunning resonance, just as he was
able to drop deep down and sing the low
baritonal notes. Bjorling was the true king of
the high C if there ever was one, but he was
no "high C freak:' as Robert Merrill pointed
out in his.biography. As every other tenor
does, he also transposed down when he felt
indisposed. Bjorling was above all an artist
at the highest possible level. His singing
showed impeccably good taste. He respected
both score and tradition. There were moments however when he couldn't hold back
his immense resources and then he just let
the voice soar freely. These liberties with the
music were perhaps not very artistic, but
we are certainly glad to have them. In New
Orleans 1950, he would add an interpolated
high C to "compensate" the audience for
the missing aria in Un hallo. In "Mattinata"
( 1944) he transposes the climax upwards
to high C. In "Pank och fagelfri"(l938) he
tosses off a stupendous high D flat. Also in

"Paris Entresang" (1938), he sings some
overwhelming high B's and a conclusive high
C which is amazingly free.
Bjorling commanded a coloratura
equaled only by the best sopranos. In 1959
at the age of 48 he was still able to sing
"Cacilie" by Strauss at the Grona Lund concert with a coloratura which was completely
breathtaking. According to the reviews,
a record public of 15,000 people had the
good luck to be there. The virtuosity of his
vocalism was simply unique and can only be
compared to the best instrumentalists the
world has ever heard. Jascha Heifetz comes
to mind. As occasionally happened with the
young Bjorling, the supreme technical performances by Heifetz were often misinterpreted as cold. Bjorling has been called the
cold singer from the North by Italians and
others who didn't have the fortune to hear
his intense sound live on stage. It would perhaps have done a world of good for Bjorling's
reputation in posterity if he had been Italian
or Spanish! As for Bjorling's straightforward
singing, we can learn from Maria Callas
who once said that Puccini had already
thought about the emotions when writing the music. The singer essentially needs
to simply perform the music as Puccini
wrote it. Extra effects, sighing, crying and
artistic pauses will only ruin the musical line
and distort Puccini's intentions. Bjorling's
performances were certainly in line with
Puccini's ideal. What about Bjorling's ability
to project emotion through his singing?
Bjorling drew full houses and overcrowded
outdoor arenas wherever he sang, and the
public was seldom less than euphoric in
response to what they heard. At the end of
every concert, they begged for more. After
an operatic performance at the Royal Opera
House in Stockholm, the wild applause
went on so long that Bjorling -after both
orchestra and colleague singers had left the
building- had to walk out on stage and ask
the audience to please to leave the house. As
a bonus Bjorling sang "Land du valsignade"
and everyone eventually went home.
There is no doubt that Bjorling moved
his audiences. He held the record at the
old Met for most ,:1:rtain calls. I believe the

number was 28 after a 1957 Tosca performance opposite Tebaldi. Personally I find
that his singing communicates directly with
my heart, without any filter. The absolute
purity of his sound gives us insight into his
very soul. The radiance of his sound makes
the experience even more unique and something you carry along for the rest of your
life. As a child of 12 or 13 I used to play a
cassette with Caruso. I enjoyed the music
and found Caruso superior to anything I
had heard (I had only heard Pavarotti and
Domingo on record at the time). Later, I
heard Jussi Bjorling sing "O helga natt"
on radio one night before Christmas: That
was both ear-opening and emotional to the
extent that I found myself shutting the door
to my bedroom so that no one could see me
crying. My first cassette with Jussi Bjorling
contained the Decca recordings in stereo
(1957-1960). I played it until it fell apart.
Several of those very recordings are
in this box. Vol. 9 opens with three arias
recorded in New York on March 9, 1951.
Stefan Lindstrom has not had access to
perfect LP's but on the other hand he has
knowledge and solutions which allow him
to present these arias with a presence and
spatial definition which RCA'.s own transfers
never achieved. The "Salut! demeure chaste
et pure" is particularly fine. The high C has
a freedom, purity and ring to it which no
one has been able to duplicate. Most of the
other arias on this disc are taken from two
recording sessions in 1957, one in Stockholm
under the direction of Nils Grevillius and
the other in Florence with Alberto Erede
and the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino. They
all have a more laid-back sound than the
1951 recordings. Especially interesting are
the two versions ofNemorino's aria. One
ends with a pianissimo, the other with a
forte. I believe that the first is the original
recording. They cut out the ending which
was not considered totally successful, then
pasted in the forte ending instead, giving
us the version most of us know. I leave it to
the listeners to decide which one is more
successful. Also from this session are arias
from Martha and Andrea Chenier. Both are
gloriously sung in perfectly idiomatic Italian,
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performed with glowing passion and stupendous climaxes. Also the two Russian ariaswhich are sung in Swedish-are superb.
Vladimir's Cavatina especially, with all the
be/ canto that your heart can possibly desire.
In September of the same year in Florence, all the arias were recorded in stereo.
"Amor ti vieta" is sung practically in one
breath. Like "Ch'ella mi creda" it has both
passion and brilliance. In "Cielo e mar" the
tempi are slow allowing the singer even to
attempt a crescendo on the first high note on
"vieni al bacio" The note swells brilliantly.
In "Lamento di Federico;' Bjorling applies
more vibrato than usual to create emotional
intensity. This is truly the voice of unshed
tears. The climactic high B has enormous
resonance and ring and is a fitting conclusion of Bjorling's best recording ever of this
aria. "Di' tu se fedele" from Un hallo is perhaps the most taxing aria of them all. The
technical demands are so difficult that no
tenor so far has ever succeeded in fulfilling
Verdi's wishes. At least there is no recording
to prove it- except for Bjorling, of course.
He sang it in the original key in his first
recording in 1937. Here in his last recording
of it, he demonstrates again that he can
do with that voice practically whatever he
wants. The octave-plus leaps from high A to
low C are taken with such ease and splendor
that it seems just like any other aria. All
technical demands seem the same to him.
Alas for us, the complete studio recording
of Un hallo in Rome came to a close even
before it had started.
For the Swedish songs on Vol. 10,
engineer Lindstrom has had access to the
master tapes. He has essentially done his
best to let them speak for themselves. In
1959 Bji.irling sings all the songs we know
from various live recitals with deepened
feeling. There is also a brilliant "Till havs"
in mono from 1958, a song which he only
performed in Sweden. "O helga natt" (which
was recorded in mono) is of course one of
Bjorling's most famous recordings. The high
B climax is sung almost with ecstasy, and
on YouTube many new Bjorling fans have
left euphoric reactions after hearing that

4

recording for the first time. The last volume
in the "Jussi Bjorling Collection" contains
operatic scenes recorded 1952-1959. The
four recordings in stereo sound particularly
good. For his last complete opera recording
he was partnered by Victoria de Los Angeles
for the role of Cho-Cho San. Their voices
blend beautifully. The love duet was interrupted when Bjorling was suffering with
heart palpitations. When his heart calmed
down, he continued to sing like a god-as if
nothing had happened.
After Bjorling's untimely death in
1960, de Los Angeles was asked to re-record

the three operas she had recorded with
her Swedish colleague. She turned down
every offer stating: "No matter what tenor
will be my partner, and no matter what my
own performance will be like, the result
will never be as good as with Bjorling'.' She
also said that the only singer she had cared
to listen to was Bjorling. His voice-she
said-was so beautiful that no recording
of it could fully capture his sound. For the
rest of us, we will have to be satisfied with
his recordings. Naxos has now offered most
of his studio recordings in one box. Buon
appetito! ■

Giorgio Tozzi and Cornell
MacNeil passed away in 2011.
Both sang with and extolled
Jussi Bjorling as a singer,
husband, father and man.
Both were brilliant artists
and participants in JBS-USA
Conferences: MacNeil in
Washington, D.C, 1999 and
Tozzi in St. Peter, 2001.
Monte and Giorgio Tozzi (St. Peter, MN Conference 2001)

Cornell MacNeil; Mary Jane Phillips-Matz; Andrew Farkas; Anders Bjiirling; Walter Rudolph
(Washington, D.C. Conference 1999)

Statistical survey of the Jussi Bjorling memorial years 2010 and 2011
by Harald Henrysson
The Jussi Bjiirling Legacy has been indelibly documented by Harald Henrysson. A link to his chronology of recordings is among the invaluable
contributions to the Jussi Bjiirling Centennial Celebration. With additional thanks to Harald, here is a condensation ofhis exhaustive record ofover
300 events and products acknowledging Jussi Bjiirling's 100th Birthday.
about his grandfather and Mats Carlsson's
concerts where Berti! Bengtsson contributed
with Bjorling presentations.
About 80 lectures, CD presentations,
discussions, etc.
Individual concerts and programs during the
two conferences included in the respective
figures above.

Harald Henrysson

The full list represented by this summary
may be found at http://jussibjorlingsociety.
org/blog/87/anniversary-review.
Events, radio or television programs are
noted from 15 countries: Austria, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Great Britain,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Norway, South
Africa, S~eden, Switzerland, USA.
More than 160 concerts
These include mixed programs like Raymond
Bjorling's concerts where he also talked

Summer Concert in Voxna Church

About 50 radio or television programs
Besides complete programs, those where
an important part was devoted to JB are
included. For program series, the individual
parts are counted. Concert broadcasts are
included. Repeats are not counted.
5 exhibitions
Vienna Opera; Stockholm Royal Opera; Danish embassy, Stockholm; Borlange Municipal
Library; Stockholm Concert Hall (a smaller
version of the latter exhibition was shown at
the JB conference in Stockholm and continued
to tour 7 places in Sweden)
5 books and web publications

• Jussi: sdngen, miinniskan, bilderna (edited
by Jacob Forsell)
• Tills vingen brister (revised edition ofYrsa
Stenius' biographical book)
• <Just announced, as we go to press>
The Heart ofJussi Bjorling (ebook by
Yrsa Stenius, in English) http://www.
bokia.se/the-heart-of-jussi-bjorling9551009?utm_source=td&utm_rne
• Jussi Bjorling- i Roslagens famn (about
his life on Siaro)
• Bjorling's known recordings and their CD
and DVD issues (partial revision of Harald
Henrysson's A Jussi Bjorling Phonography, published on the website of the Jussi

Bjorling Museum: www.borlange.se/jussi
bjorling-english (then click on "Bjorling's
known recordings" on the left)
• The Bjorling Sound (book by Stephen
Hastings)
9 CD & DVD releases
• Jussi Bjorling Anniversary (Naxos)
• Jussi Bjorling Live (4) (WHRA)
• Rosten vi iilskar (CD enclosed with the
book Jussi: sdngen, miinniskan, bilderna)
• Jussi at Grona Lund (3) (Bluebell)
• Jussi Bjorling: The Complete RCA Album
Collection (14) (RCA/Sony)
• Jussi: musikurval och text av Bjorn
Rane/id (XS)
• Jussi Bjorling Collection (11) (Naxos;
Swedish version)
• Jussi Bjiirling in Concert: Finland and the
USA (1940- 1955) (2) (Bluebell; not yet
released)
• Jussi i vara hjiirtan I Jussi in Our Hearts
(DVD with Torbjorn Lindqvist's documentary; Swedish and English versions)

The Borlange school musical Jakten pa Jussi
was inspired by the Jussi Bjorling jubilee. ■
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From Bruckner to Bj orling:
A Roundabout Tale
by Walter Rudolph

Walter Rudolph
he opportunity to introduce Jussi
Bjorling to a group of music students
at Weber State University (WSU) in
Ogden, Utah had a twisted beginning. It was
organized by Ralph Vander Heide and his
wife Judith. Ralph had learned of a similar
event I was doing in Salt Lake City in August
2011. He had asked to be invited and I had
readily agreed. But I had no idea who he was,
nor how he learned of the event or acquired
my email. Jn the end he had to cancel
because of an unavoidable conflict. But we
agreed to pursue a future opportunity, which
became the WSU event on February 3rd,
2012, recognizing Jussi's 101st birthday.
Twists in the tale continued at a lunch
hosted by the Vander Heide's just prior to the
WSU event-our first actual meeting. They
mentioned Maun and David Alston, and we
explained that David is my wife Marilyn's 1st
cousin. Ralph Vander Heide then said, "So
you're the cousin from Provo;' which opened
the door to the last link of this roundabout
introduction.
The next twist goes back to November
2010. We had attended a Bruckner 9th Symphony performance with the Utah Symphony
conducted by Stanislaw Skrowaczewski. Fol-

T

lowing the performance, we saw David and
Maun Alston, and quickly wrapped ourselves
in a long conversation. Meanwhile, the
Vander Heide's (unknown to us) were waiting for the Alston's backstage for a planned
introduction to Maestro Skrowaczewski,
which never occurred. The Alston's later gave
the no-show-excuse of having met David's
"cousin from Provo:•
Now I can complete this circuitous tale
by saying that I had invited David and Maun
to the August 2011 presentation in Salt Lake
City. They had declined because they were in
Europe. But they knew Ralph Vander Heide's
keen interest in Jussi Bjorling and forwarded
my email to him. That was the source of Ralph's
knowledge of the event and access to my email,
which led to all of the above, and more.
Finally, to the actual event. Linda Lee,
music faculty, was my WSU contact. We had
forty-strong attending on a Friday afternoon.
The choir room in the Browning Center was
the ideal venue. Marilyn sat behind me
and played excerpts as precisely as a page
turner in a recital. Photographs, posters,
books, CDs and other memorabilia were on
display- I prefer this to PowerPoint slides.
They don't disappear into the bowels of a
computer, but can be examined and prompt
questions both before and after.
Few attending knew the name "Jussi
Bjorling:' It was a perfect opportunity. As
the 45 minutes proceeded, it became apparent that this group was not immune to the
Bjorling Song. No fidgeting, no early departures, not even noise from the 2 or 3 toddlers
present. Sprinkled rather liberally with short
excerpts ofJussi's repertoire, there were
complete performances of Funiculi, funicula
and theingemisco from the Verdi Requiem.
Eyes widened when the students
learned of the November 13, 1945 appearance by Jussi Bjorling in Ogden.
Probably 25% of the audience spent
time with the exhibit afterwards. Linda Lee
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served home-made Swedish pancakes filled
with fruit and whipped cream. Nice touch.
Most rewarding were the questions
and comments. Remember your own first
impressions on hearing the veiled melancholic magic of the Bjorling voice? Here it
was, once again, redefining the raison-d'etre
for the Jussi Bjiirling Society-USA. Young
people being moved: shivers down the
spine; goose-pimpled arms; teared-eyes, and
the simple realization that they were hearing
something powerfully moving and newly
defining in their lives.
Five copies of the new 4 CD set, Jussi
Bjorling LIVE were sold; one to a young lady
who approached me, "I have no money with
me. Would you trust me to take a set? I'll
send you a check when I get home?'' The
check arrived on Monday.
The Vander Heide "cousin-from-Provo''
connection now has expanded to a September
2012 Salt Lake City presentation for a group of
visiting American-Swedish genealogists from
Augustana College (Rock Island, Illinois).
I'm told there is more than marginal interest
in opera among this estimated group of 60.
Another request has come from the Swedish
Heritage Society ofUtah.
Perpetuating the artistic legacy and
name of Jussi Bjorling is primary to Society
goals. We gather to extol that legacy and to
share the latest academic, aural and visual
discoveries. Let us not forget that we are the
choir. May we continually seek inspiration on
how to best share this legacy, this inheritance
that we joyously understand. Fifty-plus-years
after his passing it becomes our joyous obligation and opportunity. ■
WSU Jussi Bjorling display

WHY continued from page I

The Bjorling Sound would never have
been written had Harald Henrysson's revised Jussi Bjorling Phonography and AnnaLisa Bjorling and Andrew Farkas's Jussi not
been published in the 1990s, had the Jussi
Bjorling Museum (with its invaluable collection of recordings and press cuttings) not
been opened in that same decade and had
the Jussi Bjorling societies on two continents not proved so dynamic in organizing
conferences and encouraging further study.
This book is thus a demonstration of how
much individual efforts depend on collective decisions, and ideally I would like to
thank all the members of this Society, past
and present, for convincing me that this
work was indeed worth writing. ■

Jussi Bjorling Society-USA 2012 Membership Form
To join JBS-USA or renew your membership now f or 2012, please use this form, or a copy.
Individual membership contribution is $35; family membership $50.
Your name (s): _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mailing address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
Telephone number: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Email policy
Members' names and email addresses will be made available to Jussi Bjorling SocietyUSA members who elect to be included on the list. The purpose of the list is to permit
members to communicate with each other; this information will not be made available
for marketing or any other purposes. If you wish lo be included on the email list, please
check the Opt-In Box. 0 1 hereby opt in to the distributed email address list.

Student membership NEW: $10 a year:
Russian Jussi Bjorling MP3 CD- 7 hours of
recordings and radio broadcasts (2005)

$_ _ __ __ _

Name of school & location _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
2012 membership contribution

$_ _ __ _ _ __

Additional contribution to help our work

$_ _ _ __ _ __

Your total contribution

$_ _ _ __ _ __

Please make out your mail check or money order TO: JBS-USA, and mail to:
Mr. Allan Buchalter
2514 Jody Court
N. Bellmore, NY 11710-1921
Notes:
• Checks are most efficient for us.
• You may also remit payment via PayPal lo: payments@jussibjorlingsociety.org
• May we suggest that you consider a Lifetime Membership contribution of $1,000.
Jf you wish to discuss this or any other membership issue, please contact any one of
these JBS Board members, as follows:
DVD copies of the St. Peter

(June 2012) Centennial Conference
will soon be available for sale.
Michael Mayer will post more
information on the Society blog page
http:/ /jussibjorlingsociety.org/blog/.

Walter Rudolph, President
Michael Mayer, Treasurer
Allan Buchalter, Membership

codyite@gmail.com
mjamayer@gmail.com
abjbsusa@gmail.com

Renewals due beginning ofeach year. Thank you for keeping your membership current.
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JUSSI BJORLING SOCIETY
3337 Conservancy Lane
Middleton WI 53562 USA

Membership Note
We urge all to plan their contributions to be paid by the beginning
of each calendar year. If you have
not sent your 2012 contribution,
we urge you to do it today.

The Bjiirling Sound, published by the University of Rochester Press.
Released May 30, 2012 - Now on sale (see cover article)

Post-2011 Summer Sale of CDs!
Here's an opportunity to catch up with recent Bjorling cp rele_as_es, for yourself and your Jussi-deprived friends! Last year's
centennial releases came fast and furious, ~d now we have taken aiiother.lo?k at the stocks.in our "Jussi-store" and can
offer you some very spe~ialprices.
·
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And for your friends who "loye'Bjorlirig"
bu1 h~ve missed
the rece~t new.releases:with
thei_r great sri~d quality, here is a
~
~
~
promise: We'll include a copy of at le~t one rav,e review of each new CD set with yo~Jr order, for you and your friends.
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I. Bluebell's 3-CD "Jussi at Griiba Lund" with the complete"set;o{Jussi's recorded con;erts at that Stockholm summer

park from 1950 .t~ 1960,:with 6_pages of de~ er ~'o!~~-r c-'? ,<~-Ht,: ~pgholm. Now available at this very sp~cial price:
$20 for one copy, and$15 for additional ~!SL,.~".. Ji~.We'p includf 'copies of thi~e'nthusia_:tjf ~~~fY
j,; j ~g, from MusicWeb:
-•
http://www.musicweb-~ternation'¥~~,~7tl~rev/201 l/Septl11J~r!!ng_GronaLund_ABCD 1!fhtm
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2. :Jussi Bjtir~~ Live:'Jhe 4-CD ~~~ of most ofJussi's known Ameri~~l~ir:b~?.adcasts fr<_>m 1,~3-?:!95?, completed

with rare materia1.fr~m Sweden1952-1960. The superb sound thatfr,ajis ·
!to extract from our n'.ew sources f9r.this WHRA release h~ elif,i!ed ravf':~
_;' MusicWeb. SpeciaLsale price $2f Rer copy.
. i&.~A-t?:''"''',\!:.

· eer Seth Wµmer has been able i
: we'll send ybu two of tho~e from
,
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·1~\_-·::~,,;'.!~; \ ,'. ·· t•:o:~11i,~:;:
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3~ Jussi's 1947 Met broadcast of II TrM'!'f~!;i?•~ -WI:g,lA's excellent transcription by Ward Marston. _Also starrint Romah,
; Harshaw, and Warren, only $15 each!-l·•:,f
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4.

Jussi~s 1957 Royal Stockhohn Opera perfonn~ ce of ll Trovatore in Caprice's 2-CD edition, comp!~te except for
'. Fern~do's opening scene; together with:hig~gii~ om the 1959 Stockholm broadcast of Manon Lescaut.
\ Only ~ few left, avapable for $40. (Note:·~, ere ~ ~~ J~cordings ofJussi's Manric~ ,all marvel~~s!)
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5•. Two special Bluebell single CDs, while they-last: ~S:Wedish Radio Concerts" and "J.B. in S.ong and Ballad."
•

•

,Pnce: $20 each.
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TO ORDER:
•
•
•
•

Please.circle wh~ch of the above six CD sets you wish to ordti;:.and tfy~quantity.
Do the math, and,add $5 for postage for your order (for US ada.re~s?s}. -- .t ·
for non-US address'es add a single postage charge of$10.
.•.L .,· .<-v
Then send your check or money order made out to JBS-USA byJtilyJ{to
Dan Shea
·.
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